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This looks pretty funky in retrospect...
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If the battery were replaced by a dual grounding to both earth and a non-grounded aerial, then it would begin to look a little better...
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But that's still a little funky! What if we simplify the whole mess? What do we come up with?...
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Oops! Please disregard the image above depiction of thin ground wire and thick aerial wire. I think that is a mistake. It should be: thick ground wire and thin aerial wire as shown below...
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The orientation of this duo-transformer sandwich may matter depending on which hemisphere of the globe you're situated at. For the northern hemisphere, maybe the clockwise wound transformer should go on top and the counter-clockwise wound transformer could go on the bottom? For southern hemispheres, the opposite would be the case putting the counter-clockwise wound transformer on top and the clockwise wound transformer on the bottom? And in both cases, the aerial and grounding wires can only enter one way: in the middle of this transformer sandwich leaving the outer wire leads not coupled to anything - in which case, it might be a good idea to seal off the free wire ends with an insulative sealant of some sort to prevent the possibility of shorting them out. Installations of this Shiva Linga/Yoni in and around the equatorial zone could probably benefit by the toss a coin to determine which way they could be oriented.
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Now, what we have is a "brahmastan" which is functionally creating a "center axle" to the home centered hovering over the Earthing bedsheet. Very vastu!
·	www.maharishivastu.org
After thinking about this for a little while, I came to the conclusion that the tri-metal brahmastan should be a single transformer with one of the wires, let's say it's the large diameter current/aerial coil, wound one way, let's say it might be clockwise, and the other smaller diameter voltage/grounding coil wound the other way: counter-clockwise. And all of these insulated wires are made of copper. The Shiva rod vertically hung in the center of this horizontal transformer is made of aluminum. So now, all three substances - of: aluminum, copper and iron - are being utilized possibly making this a passive replication of Tesla's Special Generator? {As compared to an active circuit destined to produce power which this circuit is not intended to perform - although it may influence it's immediate environment, thus serving the home as a brahmastan?}
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